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Abstract—The project aims using MEMS accelerometer where in the gestures has been recognized using the accelerator. Here the use of
Accelerometer is used for security purpose. The accelerator senses gestures used for system security. The project also aims in notifying the
existing user of the system at remote places. The project also teams in the use of database for managing the use amount of templates to be stored.
Does more number of users can be used for accessing the system and only the particular the authorized person will be allowed to use the system
and to access the particular data. Also to notify the person there is use GSM module which will send SMS to the admin of the existing use of the
system. Does the user will come to know what is happening with the system when is required and will also in the system if he wants to do.
Keywords— MEMS accelerometer; GSM module.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
System security is the need for data security. Data
is to be secured in order to protect it from the outer world.
Looking out to do this various Technologies and algorithms
has been suggested to secure the data from the intruders. So
for this there are various types for system security or data
security. The times we include pin code security or gesture
security. As you know that you are unique in nature. They
depend upon people to people and only the particular person
may know about it. It is hard to recognize the gestures by
different people and utilize them. Every person may have
different gestures. The type of justice may include hand
gesture, iris gesture and so on. So here we are going to take
the hand gestures as a system security input. Since we are
using MEMS accelerometer as a sensor input device and
gestures are being used in one dimensional, 2 dimension, or
in three dimensions. Up till now the literature suggested in
people regarding MEMS accelerometer are confined up to 1
dimensional and 2 dimensional approaches. But no literature
has been provided for three dimensional approach. In order
to increase the security of the data on the system 1D or 2D
approaches fail. So in order to incorporate the security at the
highest level we make use of three-dimensional approach
using MEMS accelerometer. Thus this paper clearly
represents the third dimension approach of the MEMS
accelerometer that uses of all three axis. Further in order to
increase the security of the system database is also included
in order to keep the track of the people and countering the
system and accessing the system. The database keeps the
track for how much time the person is with the system
amount of data used by the person and the access given to
the system. The GSM module used is to inform the admin or
the existing user to get notified in the absence of the system.
The admin also gets informed about the system when is at

the remote place as well. So even if he is not at the system
he gets to know about the system 24 by 7 as and when
required by him.So in this project we are going to
implement gesture recognition for security purposes,
wherein the gesture pattern combinations will allow access
to the concerned person. The novel feature of this project is
that it can keep the track of N number of templates which is
stored in the Database. For templates to be identified we are
going to use three models simultaneously where in earlier
cases only one was used. Furthermore the intimation of the
system accessed by other person will be informed to the
existing user using GSM module [10][11].
II.
METHODOLOGY
In this project we are going to use both hardware as
well as software. This is project include sports hardware
components as well as software’s required for Gesture
recognition as well as for database. The hardware's used you
are GSM module, MEMS accelerometer, ARM processor
and power supply unit. The software components include
kiel software, matlab software and my SQL. The hardware’s
used here have GSM module which is used for sending the
SMS to notify the admin of the system as in when required
after particular intervals of time as well. he is to be notified
about the proceedings that take place in his absence at the
system. The same GSM module is used for receiving the
SMS from the user so that he can interfere in the system and
obstruct the allowance bestowed to the users if he requires
to do so. This was about the GSM module. The next
component is MEMS accelerometer. MEMS accelerometer
is the key component of this project. The accelerator is
basically to take the input from the user which is in gesture
form which is nothing but the security aspect. The MEMS
accelerometer is connected to the arm 7 processor which
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then processes the gestures. This is about the hardware of
this project. Moving to the software part which includes free
softwares as discussed earlier the processor the
microcontroller software intakes the gestures and then
process is it using matlab software.The matlab software
process the justice. That is template matching take place if
the template is matched with the existing templates then the
user is allowed to access this system else he is denied to
access the system and the data in the system. The templates
are stored in a database using my SQL software. The
database is also responsible for storing the logs that will be
generated time to time. The logs include time at which the
person approached, the time for which he was with the
system, the data access by the person, and so on[1][5][9].
III.
HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION
In this paper we suggested three hardware’s i.e.
MEMS Accelerometer, microcontroller board and GSM
module.
A. MEMS Accelerometer
MEMS accelerometer is a three Axis device. It is a
device used to take the input of gestures from the user.
Suggest is generated can be in 1D 2D or 3D. The main
advantage of MEMS accelerometer is that it is a very low
power device. This device can work in milliamperes current.
Also the main advantage of this device is that it has a long
lasting ability that is it can be used continuously for the span
of 10 years without any maintenance cost. There and new
MEMS accelerometer developed which have Ultra low
power
utilisation.
This
ultra-low-power
MEMS
accelerometer works in nanoamperes current[12].

IV.

SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION

A. Keil
It is a microcontroller software used for receiving
the gesture patterns from the user. These gestures are not the
processed ones and are to be fed to the Matlab software.
B. Matlab
Matlab is a signal processing software. We use this
one for processing the gestures signals in the proper format.
Here feature extraction is done and the generated template
gesture is compared with the existing templates stored in the
database. The matlab software could not store many gestures
thus we use here Database using MySQL.
C. MySQL.
MySQL is a database software. It is used for
storing templates and generating logs in the database. The
logs are basically time of user approach, duration of user
with system, amount of information or type of information
utilized.

B. Microcontroller board
Microcontroller board that we are going to use is
here is arm7 processor. Arm7 processor is capable of
processing any amount of data. Hear the gestures are the
input data to the system and which has to be processed very
properly so for the same arm7 processor is used[13].
C. GSM Module
When the gestures are compared and then the
decision is made whether the permission is to be granted or
not. Thus its notification is given to the existing user using
GSM module and from the user the message codes can be
received so as to manage the system from the remote place
also.

(1) Block Diagram
V.

GESTURE MODELS USED

A. MODEL 1: SEQUENCE
HOPFIELD
ALGORITHM
RECOGNITION

GENERATION AND
BASED
GESTURE

The 1D motion of hand gesturesare left, right, up,
down, these gesture having the axis of x and z only [12].
The MEMS sensor output is analog that is sign sequence, to
determine the sign sequence. The x axis have the 4 codes,
and z axis have the 4 codes so we choose the total sequence
of gesture code is 8 number representation. In this sign
sequence to encode the sequence as 1, -1 only [13]. Before
recognition, first gesture code is encoded so that Hopfield
network should restore. Since the Hopfield network is only
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knows a “1” and “-1”, so we can encoded the sign sequence
as positive sign, negative sign, zero signs are represented
inthe format below,
• “1 1” is positive sign;
• “-1 -1” is negative sign;
• “ 1 -1” is zero sign.
Hopfield Network
(1) 1-D and 2-D Gestures [4][7]
The Hopfield algorithm consists of a set of very
large interconnected neurons. All neurons are both input and
output neurons. Hence, by using the bidirectional associative
memory (BAM) notations, the input layer Sx is the same
with the output layer Sy. The involvement of Hopfield
algorithm as a recovery mechanism makes the recognition
algorithm more
fault tolerant. When part of the input is lost or wrong, the
network can still retrieve the most likely pattern which has
been stored previously. First to use Hopfield algorithm to
construct the weight [14].
B. MODEL 2: AREA SEQUENCE GENERATION
BASED GESTURE RECOGNITION

(2) COMPARSION OF HAND GESTURE
RECOGNITION ACCURACY (%) [4]

This approach istoneardifferent feature which is the
velocity increment or the area bounded by the acceleration
curve and x-axis, to implement classification [15].
According to the sign the acceleration is partitioned first.
The area should decreases or increases at depend on the sign
sequence. Before to store the data the area sequence is
normalized to normalization is implemented using the
formulae.

C. MODEL 3: SEQUENCE GENERATION AND
MATCHING FOUND BASED GESTURE RECOGNITION
The recognition algorithm of this model is very
similar to that of model 1,there is no usage of Hopfield
network. Hence encoding sign sequence into different
combinations of 1’s and -1’s is not necessary. All the sign
sequences are represented by 1,-1 and 0.

(3) Flow Chart
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